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Abstract – Dependability and resilience measurements pose
some important challenges to the scientific and industrial
community, which span from the proper definition of the
measurand, to the adequate characterization of measurement
tool and techniques, and the correct presentation of
measurement results. The authors have recently investigated
the general awareness about metrological issues by examining
some of the most significant and popular tools and experiments
of dependability and resilience measurements. Stemming from
the results of this survey, the steps taken to enhance NekoStat,
a tool for quantitative evaluations in distributed systems, are
presented in the paper. Enhancements involve the capability of
evaluating uncertainty, resolution and intrusiveness with
regard to time interval measurements.
Keywords – Resilience Assessment, Measurements on
distributed systems, Uncertainty, Resolution, Intrusiveness,
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Measuring, assessing and benchmarking resilience is
a hot topic nowadays for researchers as well as people
working in the industry. The importance of such activity
spans from verification and validation (V&V) to fault
forecasting, from performance comparison to security
assurance [1]. Some topical questions involve the
definition of the most suitable metrics for resilience, the
proper design and characterization of measuring systems
and tools, the correct presentation of measurement
results and the definition of common rules for a
significant benchmarking.
The different approaches that can be followed to
measure the resilience of a system or a component
basically belong to three categories: analytic, simulative
and experimental approaches. Which is the most
adequate for quantitative assessment depends on the
complexity of the system, the development stage of the
system, the specific aspects to be studied, the attributes
to be evaluated, the accuracy required, and the resources
available for the study. Both analytic and simulative
approaches are generally cheap for manufacturers and
have proven to be useful and versatile in all the phases of
the system life cycle. The accuracy of the results
obtained through an analytic approach is strongly
dependent on the accuracy of the values assigned to the
model parameters and on how realistic the assumptions
the system model is based on are. The simulative
approach is one of the most commonly used approaches

for quantitative evaluation in practice; as for the analytic
approach, the accuracy of the obtained evaluation
depends on the accuracy of the assumptions made for the
system to be analyzed, as well as on the behavior of the
simulation environment, and on the simulation
parameters.
Although not always easy to realize, and generally
more expensive than simulative and analytic approaches,
experimental evaluation of resilience metrics and
properties is becoming a more and more popular option.
The opportunity of assessing a system in its real
execution and its real usage environment is attractive and
cannot be granted by analytic or simulative approaches.
On the other hand, special care must be paid in the
design and the execution of the measurements and in the
presentation of the results, since there is still a gap
between resilience measurements and the common
practice and notions of metrology. Moreover, the
approach followed to quantitatively assess algorithms
and systems generally varies from a case to another,
making the comparison among different results quite
arduous, if not meaningless. This is basically due to the
fact that there is still no significant interaction between
people belonging to the dependability scientific
community and experts in the field of instrumentation
and measurement. In fact, measurement tools designed
and utilized to evaluate dependability attributes of
computer systems and algorithms are seldom recognized
as measuring instruments.
Based on these premises, the authors, who separately
belong to the dependability and the instrumentation and
measurement communities, have recently started a
discussion on possible cross-fertilization between these
two research areas. First, they surveyed about 20 of the
most important and significant tools and experiments
addressed to measure dependability properties [2]. The
scope was to investigate the general awareness about
metrological issues in dependability and to understand if
and to what extent systems and results were properly
characterized and presented. The results show that some
general awareness about some metrological issues is
indeed present, but the followed approaches are quite
intuitive, and usually quite incomplete, as well. What is
notable, no quantitative information on the quality of
measurement results is ever provided. Moreover,
repeatability and resolution are rarely taken into
consideration.

In the following, the natural evolution of such
approach is presented. On the basis of the results of the
survey, NekoStat [4], a software tool that allows
quantitative evaluations of algorithms, has been
enhanced in order to make it capable of evaluating
measurement uncertainty, resolution and intrusiveness.
The first results in this direction are presented in [27],
where it is shown how the reliability of results obtained
using NekoStat can be significantly enhanced thanks to
uncertainty evaluation. Now, the tool has been equipped
with uncertainty, resolution and intrusiveness evaluation
capabilities.
The paper is organized as follows. The state of the art
of metrology issues in dependability measurements is
presented in Section II, which also explains the
motivations of the paper. A brief description of NekoStat
is provided in Section III, whereas the proposed
enhancement is described in Section IV. Finally,
conclusions are given in Section IV.
II. STATE OF THE ART AND MOTIVATIONS
The survey presented in [2] investigates if and to what
extent the papers presenting some of the most relevant
and popular tools and experiments for resilience
measurements characterize the tools and present
measurement results according to measurement theory
[5]-[21]. The attention is focused on uncertainty,
repeatability, intrusiveness and resolution [26], which
appear to be the most significant metrological issues for
resilience measurements.
Measurement
uncertainty
is
a
parameter
characterizing the dispersion of the quantity values being
attributed to a measurand. Uncertainty has to be included
as part of the measurement result and represents an
estimate of the degree of knowledge of the measurand. It
has to be evaluated according to conventional procedures
[23].
Resolution is the ability of a measuring system to
resolve among different states of a measurand. It is the
smallest variation of the measurand that can be
meaningfully distinguished, i.e. that determines a
perceptible variation of the instrument’s indication.
Repeatability is the property of a measuring system to
provide closely similar indications in the short period,
for replicated measurements performed independently on
the same measurand through the same measurement
procedure, by the same operator, and in the same place
and environmental conditions.
Intrusiveness indicates the perturbation that a
measuring system induces on the measurand,
determining a modification of its value.
The works considered in [2] cover some very
different situations in which dependability measurements
have been performed: from fault-injection tools and
experiments (e.g. [6],[11],[17]), to general prototyping
frameworks (e.g. [13]), from fail-aware systems [20] to
experiments in which a total ordering protocol is tested
[21]. The most significant results, which represent a state
of the art, are summed up in the following.
As regards uncertainty, two cases deserve be cited:
Loki [11],[12] and FORTRESS [20]. In the tool Loki, a

post-runtime
analysis,
using
off-line
clock
synchronization, is used to place injections on a single
global timeline and to determine whether the intended
faults were properly injected: there is a significant
attempt to evaluate the uncertainty of the time instant at
which faults were injected, even though it is not referred
to as uncertainty [11], [12]. Such a deep analysis is
performed only for timestamping fault injection.
Although the approach to uncertainty is quite informal,
far from uncertainty as dealt with by the Guide to the
expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) [23],
this example denotes a significant and remarkable
interest in quantitatively evaluating the dispersion of the
values that can be reasonably attributed to the
measurand. Uncertainty-related issues are also taken into
account only in the experiments related to the
testing/development of FORTRESS [20]. FORTRESS is
a support system for designing and implementing fault
tolerant distributed real-time systems that use
commercial off the shelf (COTS) components. In the test
case performed, when measuring the one-way delay, the
FORTRESS fail-aware datagram service computes an
upper bound on the transmission delay of each delivered
message.
A deeper awareness is present with regard to
intrusiveness, which is not unexpected in computer
science [5]-[8],[10],[11],[14],[15],[19]. Intrusiveness is
addressed and analyzed at different levels of detail in
[5],[8],[10],[14] and [19]. The tool Loki performs a postruntime analysis, in order to be as non-intrusive as
possible, rather than blocking the system at runtime
while notifications about the system state are in transit
[11]. The fault-injection tool ORCHESTRA, which deals
with real-time systems with strict time requirements,
goes further [14]. It is designed to explicitly address the
intrusiveness of fault injection on a target distributed
system. This operation is performed by exploiting the
operating system support to quantitatively assess the
intrusiveness of a fault injection experiment on the
timing behaviour of the target system and to compensate
for it whenever possible.
On the contrary, resolution is not considered at all,
although it is usually easier to be evaluated than
uncertainty and intrusiveness. Indeed, in some cases (e.g.
when Java system calls are used to collect timestamps) it
can be a limiting factor (e.g. [13]).
Finally, the difficulty in reaching a satisfactory level
for repeatability has been taken into account in the
experiments on computer systems described in [19],
even if the word repeatability is not explicitly used. The
authors show awareness that, due to the aforementioned
limits on accurate timestamping, many executions of the
same run will probably not bring exactly the same
results. This – they say - explains why a second
execution of the same run does not necessarily recreate a
catastrophic incident that can, for instance, occur in the
first execution. The problem of creating repeatable
experiments is discussed also in [5] and [9].
Repeatability is probably the most critical issue to face,
especially when distributed systems are considered.
It is worth highlighting that dependability and
resilience measurements on computing systems involve a

wide variety of measures, from discrete measures, such
as number of source code lines, number of system calls
(which are typical software quality measurements),
packet size in packet-switched networks, queue size of a
particular network protocol, number of packets sent on
top of a point-to-point channel, number of messages
received by a network interface, maximum memory size
of an application, maximum number of records in a
database table, to continuous measures that refer to the
dynamic behavior of the system under evaluation, which
include delays experienced in an end-to-end connection,
quality of clock synchronization, Mean Time To Failure
(MTTF), Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF), and
many other direct and indirect measures related to
distributed events. The latter class includes critical
measures that present more challenges than those
belonging to the former one. A closer look at this class
highlights the crucial role of time measurements.
Dependability-related measurements are very often
based on measuring timestamps and time intervals, either
because the measurand is a time interval, or because the
measurand is obtained through indirect measurements
based on time. This is the reason why, in order to
enhance NekoStat in the direction of a suitable
measurement tool, the attention has been first focused on
distributed time interval measurements, which appear to
represent the majority of critical dependability and
resilience measurements.
III. THE NEKOSTAT TOOL
Neko is a simple but powerful and highly-portable
Java framework that allows to define and analyze
distributed algorithms, showing the attracting feature
that the same Neko-based implementation of an
algorithm can be used for both simulations and
experiments on a real network [13]. The architecture of
Neko can be divided into three main layers: from the top
layer to the bottom layer, there are applications, which
are developed by the programmer/user, NekoProcesses,
that are the core of the testing framework, and networks,
that are network interfaces (real or simulated). Neko
directly supports the assessment of qualitative properties
of distributed systems, following a dynamic verification
approach.
NekoStat is an analyzer, i.e. a software tool that
allows quantitative evaluations of algorithms
implemented using the Neko tool. In fact, NekoStat adds
to Neko the ability to collect events and to analyze them
by statistical and mathematical tools [4]. NekoStat is
composed by two disjointed sets of functionalities:
analysis functionalities, to manage and collect
distributed events, and mathematical functionalities, to
draw statistical analysis of the interesting metrics.
Regarding execution on a real network, there is a
distinction between the master process and the others
processes, called slaves: when execution ends, all events
collected by slaves are sent to the master, which makes
an a posteriori analysis (off-line analysis). Figure 1
depicts a high level view of the complete architecture of
Neko/NekoStat tool.
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Fig.1. Architecture of Neko/NekoStat

IV. ENHANCING NEKOSTAT
According to the achievements found in [2], NekoStat
provides no information on intrusiveness, uncertainty,
resolution and repeatability, and does not explicitly
address resolution. However, the main limitation of
NekoStat as an instrument for resilience and QoS
measurements on distributed systems is that it does not
allow to evaluate the quality of the measurements it
performs. As is, NekoStat cannot be qualified as a good
measuring instrument. Apart from the formal
metrological correctness, the practical risk is that the tool
collects measurement results which are not reliable,
without discarding them before the data processing.
Letting apart repeatability, since repeatable conditions
are very difficult to achieve in measurements of
distributed systems, the NekoStat tool has been equipped
with the capability of evaluating measurement
uncertainty, intrusiveness and its resolution with regard
to distributed time interval measurements.
A. Uncertainty
Whenever we want to obtain direct or indirect
measurements in which time intervals related to different
nodes of a distributed system are involved, it is
important and useful to evaluate the measurement
uncertainty in order to be aware of the quality of
measurement results. In these cases, the most significant
cause of uncertainty is usually represented by poor
synchronization between distributed clocks. When time
intervals, such as one-way delay, are measured in a
computer network, synchronization protocols such as
Network Time Protocol (NTP) [24] are commonly
exploited to limit the misalignment of distributed clocks
due to both offsets and drifts among clocks.
Nevertheless, the offset of a local clock from time
reference is a hard-to-predict factor, which may vary due
to many causes such as unexpected network delays,
temperature variations or even faults in clock
synchronization mechanisms. So, exploiting protocols
like NTP does not totally prevent from collecting some
severely incorrect data due to transient perturbations
which cause an increase in the clock offset, and
ultimately, an increase in the dispersion of the values
that can reasonably be attributed to the measurand (e.g.
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time interval), which can be unacceptable for some
applications. So, not only is uncertainty evaluation
important to comply with rules and common practices in
metrology [23], but it is also useful to prevent from
trusting severely erroneous results.
To this aim, a new software component, Reliable and
Self-Aware Clock (R&SAClock), has recently been
developed. A preliminary analysis of R&SAClock is
presented in [3]. R&SAClock, which is basically a
process daemon, is capable of evaluating the
synchronization of a set of distributed clocks. By
integrating the R&SAClock into NekoStat, the analyzer
can now obtain the timestamps it uses to measure time
intervals in the form of enriched timestamps containing
information on the quality of the actual clock
synchronization, too.
Before presenting the integration of R&SA Clock
with NekoStat, few notes on the terminology related to
distributed clock synchronization are given. Let us
consider a distributed system, composed of n processes
P1, P2, ..., Pn; each of which has access to a local clock.
The behavior of this local clock can be described
defining three quantities, namely precision, accuracy
and drift. Please note that the terms precision and
accuracy, will be introduced in the following, with
reference to their common meaning among researchers
belonging to the dependability community [25]. These
are clearly not coincident with their meaning in
metrology [26].
Precision π describes how closely local clocks remain
synchronized to each other at any time. Accuracy αi
describes how local clock of the process Pi is
synchronized at any time to an absolute real time
reference, provided externally; accuracy is thus an upper
bound to the distance between local clock and real time.
Accuracy makes sense only in presence of external
synchronization, in which an external absolute real time
reference is used as target of the synchronization. As a

consequence of these definitions, considering for
example a set of two clocks respectively with accuracy
α1 and α2, precision is at least as good as π = α1 + α2.
The drift describes the rate of deviation of a clock from a
time reference. The clock synchronization can be defined
as the process of maintaining the properties of precision,
accuracy and drift of a clock set [25]. Figure 2
exemplifies the concepts of precision, accuracy, drift and
clock synchronization. The outside thick dashed lines
represent the bound in the rate of drift, a fundamental
assumption for a clock synchronization, since it allows
to predict the maximum deviation after a given time
interval.
The main task executed by R&SAClock is providing
information about current time and current time accuracy
(as defined above), through monitoring the
synchronization level of the local clock with respect to a
global time reference. It interacts with synchronization
mechanisms active on local machine and acts as an
oracle of the quality of synchronization. Its services are
available both for applications and middleware services.
The interface of R&SAClock towards applications
running on the system consists of two simple primitives:
getTime() and setBound(). The first one allows to get the
enriched timestamp previously described, while the
second one is used to set the applicationAccuracy bound,
that will be described in the following.
When an application wants to know the current time
and/or the current accuracy, it can use the procedure
getTime() to query the R&SAClock. The primitive
getTime() returns provides an enriched timestamp,
constituted of four fields, <time, minTime, maxTime,
FLAG>, where time is the time obtained simply reading
the local clock, minTime and maxTime are respectively
the left and right bounds of the reasonable values that
can be attributed to time (in most of the cases the left and
right bounds are symmetrical with respect to the
parameter time; however, this depends on the
characteristics of the adopted synchronization
mechanism). Here, in the absence of more precise
information and models to evaluate uncertainty, the
relevant information that can be extracted is that the
measurand is within the interval (minTime, maxTime).
This way, uncertainty is not evaluated through a

statistical processing of repeated measurement results,
but a type-B approach is followed, according to [23].
The generic application can inform NekoStat of the
worst time accuracy that it can accept, by giving the
parameter applicationAccuracy in input to R&SAClock.
Thus, R&SAClock can compute its output FLAG, which
is a Boolean value indicating whether the accuracy
required by the application running on the system is
within bound or not. Moreover, when several
applications run on the same system and provide their
applicationAccuracy values to the R&SAClock, the
R&SAClock chooses the one closest to zero and tries to
keep clock accuracy within the chosen accuracy bound,
using the facilities of the synchronization mechanisms.
However, it has to be noted that these facilities are
available only on those synchronization mechanisms that
allow local processes to command and force
synchronization activities. As a further useful feature, in
addition to evaluating the uncertainty of time interval
measurements, NekoStat can also exploit FLAG to filter
measurement results affected by unacceptably high
uncertainty, and exclude them from the successive
analysis.
A key parameter in R&SAClock is the value of local
clock drift: in fact, the accuracy evaluation mechanism
provided by the R&SAClock requires an estimation of a
worst case bound for the clock drift [3]. At start-up, this
parameter is read by R&SAClock from configuration
files; this value can be further modified by the root user
or by the R&SAClock itself, as a result of the analysis of
local clock drift estimation and behavior over time.
In the version currently integrated in NekoStat (see
Figure 3), R&SAClock has been implemented for NTP
synchronization protocol and Linux operating system
(OS). In this implementation, R&SAClock lays on NTP
synchronization protocol and uses data and
functionalities provided by NTP (via NTP-related system
calls and NTP log files) to get current time from virtual
system clock, and value necessary to set up the accuracy
evaluation mechanism. Since NTP does not allow a user
to force a synchronization, the ability to try to keep
synchronized within an imposed bound is not currently
implemented. This poses no limitation on the NekoStat
capability of evaluating the quality of time
synchronization, but simply means that the R&SAClock
developed to interact with NTP acts like a completely
passive monitor.

value of intrusiveness, since different nodes can use
different hardware and different OS; these values are
exported by NekoStat and they can be used in the final
evaluation (made off-line at the experiment termination).
C. Resolution
Regarding resolution of time interval measurements,
it depends on the granularity of the virtual clock of the
operating system, as well as on the software support
available [3]. In distributed time interval measurements,
the resolution is the maximum between the resolution of
the source node and that of the destination node. Thus,
NekoStat evaluates the resolution of each node before
starting the experiments and then associates to each
measurement result the corresponding resolution, as
additional information to each measurement result.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper has presented a new approach to
dependability and resilience measurements in distributed
systems. The work is motivated by the results of a recent
survey that the authors have conducted on the most
relevant scientific literature in the field to verify if and to
what extent metrological issues are born in mind by
researchers in the dependability community. The results
highlighted that there is some awareness about some
relevant issues of metrology, but it is still too intuitive
and far from the common practices in metrology. In
particular, practically no attention is paid to
quantitatively evaluating uncertainty, resolution,
repeatability and intrusiveness. On the basis of these
considerations, an enhanced version of NekoStat, an
analyzer for distributed algorithms and systems, has been
presented. The new version of the tool permits to
evaluate uncertainty of time intervals measurements, as
well as resolution and intrusiveness and is consequently
more adherent to the rules and the common practices of
metrology.
The ongoing research activity is focused on
conducting a large experimental campaign to
characterize NekoStat as a measuring instrument for a
wider set of dependability and resilience measures.
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